Environmental and Science Policy Opportunities at Harvard

• Major programs:
  – HUCE, Program on STS, Belfer Center, Mossavar-Rahmani Center, Environmental Law Program / Emmett Clinic

• Academic Programs for Graduate Students:
  – Graduate Consortium on Energy and the Environment (3 required classes)
  – Secondary Field in Science, Technology, and Society (4 classes, 1 required)

• Student Groups:
  – GSAS Science Policy Group
  – Science in the News
Environmental and Science Policy Events at Harvard

• Regular Environmental and Science Policy Talks:
  – Monday 12-1:30, Energy Policy Seminar Series
  – Monday 12:15-2, Science, Technology & Society Seminar
  – Tuesday 12-1, Harvard Energy Journal Club
  – Wednesday 4:15-5:30, Seminar in Environmental Economics and Policy

• Semi-regular talks:
  – China Project Research Seminar
  – Science and Democracy Lecture Series

• Other places to check out:
  – HUCE events calendar
  – Harvard Institute of Politics
  – Belfer Center events calendar
  – Harvard law school events calendar
  – Harvard Gazette events calendar (also check out the app)